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Abstract

The task of emotion detection in text, particu-001
larly in informal and spontaneous messaging,002
such as email, posts, or tweets, varies in its003
scope and depth depending upon the require-004
ments of the end application as well as the do-005
main of use. The most popular emotion cat-006
egories reported in research include the Ek-007
man’s or Plutchik’s emotion models (Ekman,008
1999), (Plutchik, 1984), but often the applica-009
tion domain requires a more specialized emo-010
tion categorization, for which there are insuf-011
ficient annotated datasets available for train-012
ing. It is additionally complicated by differ-013
ent perceptions and definitions of emotion la-014
bels in different domains. The popularity of015
empathetic systems across a wide range of in-016
dustries and applications has given rise to the017
the task of multi-domain emotion detection to018
increase its adaptability and resiliency across019
domains. In this paper, we present a general-020
ized approach of emotion detection that can be021
adapted to any domain and any set of emotion022
labels with minimal loss in performance. The023
multi-domain-emotion model could be024
plugged into any emotion detection application025
without any further training or fine-tuning. We026
show the zero-shot and few-shot performance027
of our approach on the publicly available Se-028
mEval 2018 dataset and also a new dataset con-029
sisting of tweets related to the French elections030
in 2017. This approach demonstrates good per-031
formance in predicting emotion categories pre-032
viously unseen to the model, including domains033
different than those on which the model was034
originally trained. We further propose a few035
ways to boost the model performance with the036
availability of a small annotated dataset in the037
target domain.038

1 Introduction039

Language is an extremely powerful tool to both040

express emotion and arouse an emotional response041

in the audience. Therefore, tools which can ef-042

fectively analyze the emotional content of text are043

being used in diverse applications ranging from 044

healthcare (Tivatansakul et al., 2014) and educa- 045

tion (Karan et al., 2022) to stock market (Aslam 046

et al., 2022) and political opinion mining (Cabot 047

et al., 2020). But which emotions matter? Clearly, 048

the emotions that may accompany discussions on a 049

new electronic gadget on the market are not quite 050

the same that may arise when comparing politi- 051

cal candidates ahead of an election. Depending 052

upon the domain and the context, different sets of 053

emotions may need to be detected. 054

In recent research, many emotion labeled 055

datasets have been constructed to serve as train- 056

ing data for emotion classification models. Among 057

these datasets, many have emotion label sets which 058

are supersets or subsets of Ekman’s or Plutchik’s 059

emotion models (Ekman, 1999; Plutchik, 1984). 060

For example, the Cleaned Balanced Emotional 061

Tweets dataset has labels for the six Ekman emo- 062

tions as well as love, thankfulness, and guilt 063

(Shahraki and Zaiane, 2017), whereas the EmoInt 064

dataset has only four of the six Ekman emotions, 065

leaving out disgust and surprise (Mohammad and 066

Bravo-Marquez, 2017). As a result, while there is 067

plenty of emotion labeled text data, many of the 068

datasets are incompatible and thus difficult to use 069

for training of a single model. Additionally, when 070

a novel emotion detection problem arises in a do- 071

main for which a new label set is more appropriate 072

or desirable and this new label set is not a subset 073

of any existing emotion label set, we face a situa- 074

tion where no training data is available. For such 075

new problems, possible solutions involve curating 076

new datasets with the relevant label set, using semi- 077

supervised or unsupervised techniques, or using 078

zero-shot and few-shot approaches. Existing works 079

in zero-shot emotion detection frame the task as 080

a textual entailment problem (Yin et al., 2019) or 081

utilize the embeddings of the input text and class la- 082

bels and descriptions for classification (Chen et al., 083

2022; Zhang et al., 2019). The usage of only the 084
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emotion labels or their definitions from external085

sources like WordNet does not integrate the under-086

standing of the concept of each emotion label or087

its underlying intricacies in the application domain.088

Several works in psychological theories suggest089

that no emotion definition is universal across do-090

mains or people, they are strongly influenced by091

socio-cultural context and events (Averill, 1980).092

Such approaches also fail to capture the relation-093

ships and inter-dependencies that comprise more094

complex emotions like anticipation and guilt.095

In this paper, we propose a novel zero-shot ap-096

proach to emotion detection from text to build097

a generalized emotion detection model that can098

be adapted to any unseen domain or target label099

set. Our method carefully incorporates the inter-100

pretations of each label and utilizes their inter-101

dependencies to produce more valuable results in102

the target domain. Following are the steps in our103

multi-domain transfer learning approach: First, cre-104

ation of a multi-domain-emotion model us-105

ing a hierarchical structure of preexisting emotion-106

labeled social media datasets and optimization107

strategies. Second, development of a weighted lin-108

ear combination of the outputs of this model to any109

desired emotion label set. Third (optionally), im-110

prove target domain performance by fine-tuning the111

combination weights and classification thresholds112

using any in-domain annotated data.113

Overall, the contributions of this paper are:114

• Development of a generalized emotion detec-115

tion model for tweets that can be deployed116

across multiple domains117

• A transfer learning method for adaption of the118

generalized model across unseen applications119

or domains120

• A well-defined methodology to define com-121

plex or specialized emotion labels in terms of122

existing ones123

• Multiple ways to boost the zero-shot perfor-124

mance of the model with the availability of125

in-domain annotated data126

2 Related Work127

2.1 Emotion Taxonomies128

Research on human emotions has led to the de-129

velopment of various ways to dichotomize emo-130

tions. Discrete models describe emotions as a131

set of distinct classes. Notably, Ekman’s basic132

emotions, joy, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and133

surprise and Plutchik’s wheel of emotions, which 134

describes eight basic emotions in pairs of oppo- 135

sites: joy and sadness, anger and fear, trust and 136

disgust, and surprise and anticipation are popular 137

baselines of much emotion-related research (Ek- 138

man, 1999; Plutchik, 1984). Dimensional models 139

like the Circumplex model of affect (Russell, 1980) 140

characterize emotions as regions within a continu- 141

ous space of emotional response dimensions. With 142

the advancement of research in this field, newer 143

emotion taxonomies specific to the application do- 144

mains have been developed (Menninghaus et al., 145

2019; Oberländer et al., 2020). Therefore, the prob- 146

lem of choosing an appropriate taxonomy for an 147

emotion classification task is strongly application 148

dependent. 149

2.2 Emotion Detection from Text 150

Emotion detection from text has been a long- 151

standing research problem due to the evolving na- 152

ture of textual content over various applications 153

and platforms and the complexities of modeling 154

human emotions. Some early approaches include 155

the use of lexicons like WordNet-Affect (Strappa- 156

rava et al., 2004), NRC (Mohammad and Turney, 157

2010) or popular machine learning algorithms like 158

Support Vector Machine or Naive Bayes classifiers 159

(Mashal and Asnani, 2017; Hasan et al., 2019). 160

With the availability of large emotion-annotated 161

corpora, large pretrained language models like GPT 162

(Radford et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 163

2019) have become the most powerful tools for this 164

task (Cai and Hao, 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Polig- 165

nano et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019; Chiorrini et al., 166

2021). These models are first pretrained on large, 167

unlabeled text corpora, and then fine-tuned with 168

task-specific annotated data for downstream tasks. 169

We utilize some popular Twitter-specific language 170

models in our approach that have served as a strong 171

baseline for core NLP tasks around social media 172

analysis (Barbieri et al., 2020). 173

2.3 Zero-Shot Learning 174

Zero-shot learning entails prediction, at test time, 175

of classes unseen by the model during training, and 176

was first introduced in (Larochelle et al., 2008). Al- 177

though no training examples of these classes exist, 178

information about these classes are utilized to aid 179

in the classification task. Often in applications of 180

emotion detection tasks there is no training data 181

available or new emotion labels have been devel- 182

oped in the target domain. Recent works in zero- 183
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shot emotion detection formulate the problem using184

the text entailment approach where each target la-185

bel is used to create a hypothesis for the model186

(Yin et al., 2019; Basile et al., 2021). Prompt engi-187

neering techniques have also been used to infer the188

correct emotion label from pre-trained NLI models189

(Plaza-del Arco et al., 2022). Another category of190

zero-shot approaches uses sentence embeddings191

to perform unsupervised or semi-supervised pre-192

dictions on unlabeled datasets (Chen et al., 2022;193

Zhang et al., 2019; Olah et al., 2021). The draw-194

back of these approaches are that they have been195

generalized to perform across all domains and thus196

perform well only when the target emotion labels197

match popular definitions. They do not integrate198

any domain knowledge or understanding of the199

emotion concepts that may arise in a specialized200

domain.201

3 Methodology202

3.1 Problem statement203

Our task is to label a tweet x with scores between 0204

and 1 for each emotion label in a predefined set of205

emotions E = {e1, e2, . . . en}. The score for each206

label e ∈ E should reflect the confidence that the207

emotion e is expressed by the author of the tweet208

x. The set E is dependent on the application and209

pre-determined by domain experts.210

3.2 Approach211

Our approach involves producing hierarchical212

scores for a tweet x over three sentiment categories,213

the six Ekman emotions, and their fine-grained sub-214

categories defined in (Demszky et al., 2020). The215

components in the model ensemble can be used to216

produce these scores without any further training or217

fine-tuning. To obtain confidence scores over emo-218

tions in E, we design a many-to-one mapping from219

these outputs to the set E, based on domain exper-220

tise, the definition of each emotion label and un-221

derstanding of the relationships in the dimensional222

models of affect (Plutchik, 1984). As E changes223

based on the requirements of the application, the224

first step remains the same, but the mapping from225

the model outputs to E is updated. We illustrate226

our emotion model ensemble in Fig.1.227

3.3 Datasets and Preprocessing228

The following datasets have been used for training229

and evaluation of our model ensemble:230

Figure 1: Ensemble Emotion Detection Architecture

Cleaned Balanced Emotional Tweets (CBET) 231

(Shahraki and Zaiane, 2017) is a collection of 81k 232

English tweets that have been collected using a 233

set of hashtags corresponding to the nine emo- 234

tion labels (anger, fear, joy, love, sadness, surprise, 235

thankfulness, disgust, and guilt). The dataset has 236

been balanced by utilizing more than one hash- 237

tag for each emotion label and finally having an 238

equal number of tweets for each label. We use this 239

dataset to fine-tune a model to predict scores over 240

the six Ekman emotions, removing the annotations 241

for thankfulness, disgust, and guilt. The 56,281 re- 242

maining tweets that have at least one nonzero label 243

have been used for fine-tuning. The dataset is split 244

randomly into training (81%), validation (9%), and 245

testing (10%) sets. 246

GoEmotions (Demszky et al., 2020) is a cor- 247

pus of 58k English Reddit comments manually an- 248

notated with 27 emotion labels or Neutral. The 249

large number of fine-grained emotion labels in this 250

dataset makes it an ideal choice to be used in our 251

task of creating a base emotion model that can be 252

use to build any downstream specialized emotion 253

label set. A series of data curation steps have been 254

carried out while building this dataset to balance 255

the classes and remove the predominant issues usu- 256

ally present in Reddit data (Ferrer et al., 2021). 257

Offensive/adult tokens were removed, and identity 258

and religion terms were masked using predefined 259

lists. Comments that represent gender and ethnic 260

biases were filtered manually. For each text in GoE- 261

motions, a 7-dimensional one-hot vector is created 262

to produce the Ekman output vector. Similarly, for 263

the emotion labels joy, sadness, fear and anger, we 264

identify their fine-grained outputs using the subcat- 265

egories prescribed in GoEmotions to produce the 266

training, validation, and testing sets (Table 1) for 267

each lower level emotion model in the hierarchy. 268

Given an English tweet as input, our system 269

first performs some basic text preprocessing. User- 270
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Model Training Validation Test
joy 17,410 2,219 2,104
sadness 3,263 390 379
fear 726 105 98
anger 5,579 717 726

Table 1: Distribtution of training, validation, and test
sets for emotion subcategory models derived from GoE-
motions

names, retweet IDs and hyperlinks are removed,271

while emojis are converted to plain text . The pre-272

processing pipeline is used as a social tokenizer273

(Baziotis et al., 2017) to remove any hyperlinks,274

emails, phone numbers, times, dates, and percent-275

ages, normalize money values and numbers, anno-276

tate any censored or elongated words, and convert277

complex emoticons to plain text.278

3.4 Training and Fine-tuning279

For the task of sentiment analysis, we use the280

twitter-XLM-RoBERTa-base-sentiment model 1 to281

produce normalized values on the three sentiment282

categories negative, neutral, and positive. This283

model is a RoBERTa base model pre-trained on284

approximately 198 million tweets and fine-tuned285

for the task of multilingual sentiment analysis, and286

achieved a higher performance in comparison to287

FastText, SVM, and bi-LSTM baselines (Barbieri288

et al., 2020).289

For emotion detection, we use the twitter-290

RoBERTa-base-emotion pretrained model 2, as a291

base (Barbieri et al., 2020). We append a dense292

output layer with a softmax activation function on293

top of the transformer layer of the pretrained model,294

with the number of nodes equal to the number of la-295

bels in the corresponding dataset. In total, we train296

six transformer-based models as components to the297

hierarchical mapping system. First, two models are298

fine-tuned to output normalized scores on the six299

Ekman emotions using the CBET Twitter data and300

GoEmotions Reddit data. We choose to train sepa-301

rate models on Twitter and Reddit data to be able302

to weigh them in the next step based on the target303

domain. The remaining four models are fine-tuned304

to output scores on the subcategories of joy, sad-305

ness, fear, anger. The fine-tuning setup and metrics306

for each model are described in Appendix B. To307

1https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/
twitter-xlm-roberta-base-sentiment

2https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/
twitter-roberta-base-emotion

Model Output Labels
Sentiment(Sent) positive, neutral, negative
CBET-Ekman joy, sadness, fear, anger,

disgust, surprise
GE-Ekman joy, sadness, fear, anger,

disgust, surprise
Joy(J) joy, amusement, approval,

excitement, gratitude, love,
optimism, relief, pride,
admiration, desire, caring

Sadness(S) sadness, disappointment,
embarrassment, grief, remorse

Fear(F) fear, nervousness
Anger(A) anger, annoyance, disapproval

Table 2: Set of output labels for each component model

summarize, our emotion classification model en- 308

semble produces scores for each of the fine-grained 309

labels in Table 2. The next section describes how 310

these fine-grained scores are utilized downstream 311

to adapt the model to any new domain. 312

3.5 Domain-Specific Hierarchical Label 313

Transfer 314

We map the scores from the model outputs to scores 315

over a desired label set E using a weighted linear 316

combination derived by considering the relatedness 317

of emotions in the Plutchik’s wheel of emotions 318

(Plutchik, 1984) and understanding of the label def- 319

initions in the target domain. A general set of rules 320

to determine the mapping from the hierarchical 321

emotion model outputs to the any emotion e ∈ E 322

is as follows: 323

1. Determine which sentiment categories S ⊆ 324

Sent correspond to emotion e. Usually, this is 325

either positive or negative (Example: anger => 326

negative). However, in some cases, an emo- 327

tion can have positive or negative sentiment 328

based on the context. 329

2. The output Ekman scores from the CBET- 330

Ekman and GoEmo-Ekman models have been 331

weighed using a linear combination based on 332

the target domain to produce one output score 333

EK for each label. 334

3. For each sentiment s ∈ S, determine which 335

high-level Ekman emotions corresponding to 336

s, EKs ⊆ EK have subcategories relevant to 337

emotion e. For example, the output emotion 338
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optimism is positive, and the Ekman emotion339

joy has a subcategory optimism which is rele-340

vant to the output emotion.341

4. For each high-level Ekman emotion ek ∈342

EKs, if ek has subcategories, determine343

which subcategories subek ⊆ Subek are rele-344

vant to emotion e. For example, for the output345

emotion optimism, out of all the joy subcate-346

gories, the only relevant subcategory is opti-347

mism.348

5. Then, the score of e is349 ∑
s∈S

(
∑

ek∈EKS

(
∑

subek∈Subek

(ws,ek,subek350

(Sent[s] ∗ EK[ek] ∗ Subek[subek])))),351

where ws,ek,subek is a weight that can be set352

to 1, or fine-tuned to maximize a performance353

metric on a target-domain validation set (if354

one exists). In other words, the final score355

for e is a weighted sum of terms, where each356

term is the product of scores for a sentiment,357

Ekman emotion, and low-level emotion sub-358

category triple that is relevant to e. For exam-359

ple, for the output emotion optimism, we may360

have the term (Sent[positive] ∗ EK[joy] ∗361

Joy[optimism]).362

Further, any available in-domain datasets can be363

used as a validation set for two purposes: 1) find364

a set of optimal classification thresholds for each365

emotion label, 2) fine tune the weights of the linear366

mapping of the emotion scores for a target met-367

ric. We fine-tune the classification thresholds by368

choosing a threshold for each target class to maxi-369

mize the F1 score on that class over the validation370

dataset.371

We fine-tune the mapping weights by succes-372

sively applying differential evolution to each in-373

dividual target label mapping to maximize the F1374

score on that label over the validation dataset (Storn375

and Price, 1997). We fine-tune both the mapping376

weights and the classification thresholds by first377

optimizing the weights, and subsequently choosing378

the thresholds for each label. More details on the379

label-wise classification thresholds and mapping380

weights parameters have been listed in Appendix381

C, along with examples.382

The next sections illustrate some applications383

and evaluation of these general set of rules across384

two different domains to show their efficacy in385

producing scores for any new set of emotion labels.386

4 Experiments 387

In this section, we outline the experiments carried 388

out to evaluate our approach on a benchmark emo- 389

tion dataset which contains a larger label set than 390

the regular Plutchik or Ekman emotions. To fur- 391

ther illustrate the adaptability of our method across 392

domains and labels, we conduct a second set of 393

experiments on the French election dataset (Daig- 394

nan, 2017) which has been annotated with a spe- 395

cialized set of emotion labels. We explain how 396

the multi-domain-emotion model has been 397

adapted to these unseen domains and emotion la- 398

bels. There are several methods available for emo- 399

tion classification as mentioned in Section 2, but all 400

of them require in-domain training to achieve the 401

SOTA scores. We compare our approach against 402

popular semi-supervised and zero-shot techniques. 403

Our approach stands out as it produces stable per- 404

formance across any domain with no training data 405

and strong results with the availability of a small in- 406

domain dataset. We perform the below experiments 407

for evaluation: 408

• Zero-shot mode: Emotion classification on 409

the test set by adapting the model ensemble to 410

the target domain. We also repeat this experi- 411

ment without the sentiment component in the 412

ensemble to demonstrate its contribution. 413

• In-domain fine-tuning mode: Use a small 414

subset of available in-domain data to fine- 415

tune the classification thresholds and mapping 416

weights. 417

4.1 Baselines 418

We analyze the results of our model against the 419

following baselines: 420

• Zero-shot textual entailment: Following the 421

work of Yin et al., 2019, we convert each emo- 422

tion label into the hypothesis: "This text ex- 423

presses <label>." We use the BART MNLI 424
3 model to generate entailment and contra- 425

diction scores and threshold them to produce 426

binary outputs for each label. 427

• Zero-shot sentence embeddings: We use 428

SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to ob- 429

tain input and label embeddings. Tweets are 430

then labeled based on their closeness to the 431

labels in the embedding space using cosine 432

similarity. 433

3https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-large-mnli
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Mapping Output Label
EK[anger] * Sent[negative] anger
(EK[joy] * J[optimism] * Sent[positive]) + (EK[fear] * F[nervousness] * anticipation

Sent[negative])
EK[disgust] * Sent[negative] disgust
(EK[fear] * F[fear]) * Sent[negative] fear
(EK[joy] * J[joy]) * Sent[positive] joy
(EK[joy] * (J[love] + J[desire] + J[caring])) * Sent[positive] love
(EK[joy] * J[optimism]) * Sent[positive] optimism
(EK[fear] * F[nervousness]) * Sent[negative] pessimism
EK[sadness] * Sent[negative] sadness
EK[surprise] * max(Sent) surprise
(EK[joy] * (J[approval] + J[admiration])) * Sent[positive] trust

Table 3: Mapping of model outputs to SemEval 2018 labels

• Semi-supervised models: We use existing434

emotion datasets (CBET and GoEmotions)435

to fine-tune twitter-RoBERTa-base-emotion436

pretrained models (Barbieri et al., 2020) on437

the six Ekman labels, and test these models438

over the label set in the target domain. The439

outputs for emotions outside of the label set440

of these models are set to 0.441

4.2 SemEval 2018 Task 1e442

We choose a popular open source dataset that has443

been used for multiple emotion labeling tasks:444

the SemEval 2018 Task 1E-c dataset (Mohammad445

et al., 2018). Given an input tweet, the goal is to446

classify it into one of the 11 emotion categories447

that best represents the emotions of the author. The448

test dataset contains 3200 English tweets, and 800449

tweets have been used to fine-tune the model in the450

fine-tuning domain as compared to the 7800 tweets451

available for training in supervised approaches.452

We derive a mapping from the output scores of453

Table 2 to the target label set E = {anger, anticipa-454

tion, disgust, fear, joy, love, optimism, pessimism,455

sadness, surprise, trust}. The mapping described456

in Table 3 follows the rules outlined in the previous457

section, for all target emotions that can be clearly458

associated to one sentiment. However, when a459

target label like surprise has an ambiguous senti-460

ment, the intuition is to associate it with the most461

prevalent sentiment in the text and use the map-462

ping EK[surprise] ∗ max(Sent). For example,463

if EK[surprise] is large and Sent[positive] is the464

highest of the three sentiment scores, we interpret465

the surprise as positive surprise.466

4.3 French Election Dataset 467

For our next experiment, we use an annotated 468

dataset on the 2017 French presidential election 469

tweets. We note that for this domain, there were no 470

pre-existing available emotion annotated datasets. 471

The experiments have been carried out on the Kag- 472

gle dataset (Daignan, 2017), a subset of which were 473

annotated with the set of emotion labels E = { 474

anger, embarrassment, admiration, optimism, joy, 475

pride, fear, amusement, positive-other, negative- 476

other}. It is to be noted that each label was pro- 477

vided with a description and a set of synonymous 478

emotion labels (Appendix A), which further com- 479

plicates the emotion taxonomy to be used for this 480

task. 481

The mapping in Table 4 to the destination set E 482

is carried out by domain expertise and the general 483

rules formulated in the previous section. For ex- 484

ample, each label in anger/hate/contempt/disgust 485

is associated with a negative sentiment. Further, 486

for the Ekman emotions anger and disgust, the 487

only relevant subcategory is anger, which results 488

in the final mapping ((EK[anger] * Anger[anger]) 489

+ EK[disgust]) * Sentiment[negative]. The label 490

positive-other is associated with a positive senti- 491

ment and the only positive Ekman emotion joy. Ad- 492

ditionally, from the label definition, it accumulates 493

scores of all the positive fine-grained emotions that 494

have not been recorded by any other label. Figure 2 495

illustrates an example tweet from this dataset with 496

its corresponding emotion scores. 497

5 Results and Analysis 498

The results of the semi-supervised experiments 499

show how existing emotion datasets can be utilized 500
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Mapping Output Label
((EK[anger] * A[anger]) + EK[disgust]) * Sent[negative] anger/contempt/disgust
(EK[sadness] * (S[sadness] + S[embarrassment] + Sent[grief])) * embarrassment/guilt

Sent[negative]
(EK[joy] * (J[admiration] + J[love])) * Sent[positive] admiration/love
(EK[joy] * (J[optimism])) * Sent[positive] optimism/hope
(EK[joy] * (J[joy])) * Sent[positive] joy/happiness
(EK[joy] * (J[pride])) * Sent[positive] pride
(EK[fear] * (F[fear])) * Sent[negative] fear/pessimism
(EK[joy] * (J[amusement])) * Sent[positive] amusement
(EK[joy] * (J[approval] + J[excitement] + J[gratitude] + positive-other

J[relief] + J[desire] + J[caring])) * Sent[positive]
((EK[sadness] * (S[disappointment] + S[remorse])) + negative-other

(EK[fear] * (F[nervousness])) +
(EK[anger] * (A[annoyance] + A[disapproval]))) *
Sent[negative]

Table 4: Mapping of model outputs to French election labels

Figure 2: Example tweet from the French election
dataset

to predict emotions in a new domain. For SemEval,501

most of the target labels are present in the GoEmo-502

tions and CBET datasets, and the performance on503

the six Ekman labels is higher than the zero-shot504

performance of our proposed model (Table 6). This505

suggests that there is sufficient overlap between the506

underlying meaning of each emotion label between507

the datasets to maintain performance. On the other508

hand, for the French Election dataset, the labels are509

new or combinations existing ones: some which510

are Ekman emotions and some which are more fine-511

grained (Table 7). The performance drops signifi-512

cantly, which suggests that the meanings of these513

emotions, as interpreted by the annotators, are not514

consistent with those in the training datasets. To in-515

tegrate this knowledge, we rely on mappings based516

on emotion theory and label descriptions. These517

results show that simply using data from a differ-518

ent domain to predict emotions in a new domain 519

can only be used in applications where the emotion 520

label sets are not entirely novel and have similar 521

definitions across datasets. 522

The zero-shot experiments on both the datasets 523

demonstrate the adaptability of the emotion model 524

ensemble across any unseen domain (Table 5). Ex- 525

isting zero-shot approaches perform better on Se- 526

mEval, but fail to maintain the performance on a 527

completely new set of emotion labels in the French 528

election dataset. We can attribute the reason to the 529

fact that the SemEval labels are a direct superset 530

of the popular Ekman emotions. The underlying 531

meaning of each corresponding emotion label is 532

straightforward and thus can be easily detected by 533

textual entailment or sentence embedding methods 534

using a large pre-trained model. The French elec- 535

tion labels are much more unusual and are grouped 536

into label categories based on the target domain. 537

For example, the labels love and admiration can be 538

synonymous in a political influence campaign but 539

not in a general emotion taxonomy. In Tables 6 and 540

7, we see that semi-supervised and zero-shot meth- 541

ods score high on the joy category in the SemEval 542

dataset, but do not score high on the joy/happiness 543

category in the French Election dataset, whereas 544

our model maintains relatively stable performance. 545

Our emotion model ensemble carefully integrates 546

specialized label definitions and relationships into 547

the emotion classification task which makes it stand 548

out among general zero-shot classification meth- 549

ods. Further, the addition of the sentiment model 550

to the ensemble improves the scores across all ex- 551
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SemEval French Election
P R F1 P R F1

Semi-supervised
CBET 0.62 0.30 0.41 0.05 0.07 0.06
GoEmotions 0.69 0.33 0.44 0.05 0.08 0.06
CBET + GoEmotions (EK) 0.71 0.35 0.47 0.06 0.09 0.07
Zero-shot
BART MNLI (TE) 0.37 0.79 0.50 0.13 0.86 0.23
SBERT (SB) 0.28 0.78 0.41 0.10 0.65 0.17
Ours 0.59 0.27 0.37 0.32 0.44 0.37
Ours + Sentiment 0.59 0.28 0.38 0.34 0.48 0.40
Few-shot
Ours + Sentiment + fine tune mapping 0.73 0.37 0.49 0.34 0.48 0.39
Ours + Sentiment + fine tune threshold 0.47 0.64 0.54 0.29 0.29 0.29
Ours + Sentiment + fine tune both (Ours*) 0.45 0.71 0.55 0.34 0.29 0.32
Supervised SOTA - - 0.71 - - -

Table 5: Evaluation results against baselines on SemEval and French Election dataset. Supervised SOTA results
have been obtained from Alhuzali and Ananiadou, 2021. The highest F1 scores in each category are in bold.

periments which ascertain that the influence of sen-552

timent is crucial for emotion detection tasks.553

For the in-domain fine-tuning mode, although554

the validation dataset used for SemEval is approxi-555

mately 12% of the size of the training dataset used556

in supervised approaches, it boosts the model per-557

formance by 44%. For the French election dataset,558

the ambiguity caused by grouping multiple emo-559

tions in one label results in very low inter-annotator560

agreement and inconsistencies in annotation be-561

tween the validation and test datasets, which were562

also provided to us at different times. We believe563

that with more consistent annotations or sampling564

fine-tuning data from the same dataset would result565

in a performance boost similar to SemEval.566

EK TE SB Ours Ours*
anger 0.61 0.69 0.52 0.62 0.66
anticipation 0 0.26 0.24 0.13 0.26
disgust 0.36 0.70 0.48 0.38 0.64
fear 0.53 0.39 0.36 0.45 0.58
joy 0.8 0.79 0.66 0.32 0.83
love 0 0.55 0.36 0.32 0.50
optimism 0 0.66 0.52 0.09 0.68
pessimism 0 0.30 0.24 0.03 0.21
sadness 0.64 0.65 0.49 0.64 0.64
surprise 0.23 0.11 0.11 0.21 0.19
trust 0 0.14 0.10 0.15 0.11

Table 6: F1 scores across all emotion labels in SemEval

EK TE SB Ours
anger/cont/disgust 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.23
embarrass/guilt 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.19
admiration/love 0 0.04 0.04 0.15
optimism/hope 0 0.22 0.16 0.30
joy/happiness 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.16
pride 0 0.07 0.07 0.17
fear/pessimism 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.18
amusement 0 0.14 0.14 0.14
positive-other 0 0.56 0.43 0.50
negative-other 0 0.53 0.41 0.50

Table 7: F1 scores across all emotion labels in the
French Election dataset

6 Conclusion 567

We present an emotion classification approach for 568

social media text that can be adapted to any domain 569

regardless of the target set of labels, The model 570

does not require any in-domain training data or fine- 571

tuning steps, although utilizing some in-domain 572

data for fine-tuning can improve its performance. 573

The user has to carefully map the hierarchical fine- 574

grained emotion and sentiment scores accounting 575

for differences in the underlying meanings of emo- 576

tions between label sets. We have demonstrated 577

the idea with the help of two such mappings to 578

new target label sets. Our experiments indicate that 579

using universal zero-shot models across domains 580

and datasets may not always be sufficient to detect 581

novel target labels, and there are methods of inte- 582

grating domain knowledge into classification tasks 583

without training or fine-tuning the models. 584
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7 Limitations585

Based on our experiments, we see that our ap-586

proach can be successfully applied to various target587

domains for English tweets. All the pre-trained588

models are trained on English and thus would not589

generalize well to a multilingual setting. Future590

work would include using multilingual pre-trained591

models like XLM-RoBERTa and produce emotion592

annotated training data in non-English languages593

to build the emotion model ensemble. Additionally,594

we note that our approach assumes that the user595

has strong and specific definitions for target labels;596

the approach depends on the quality of the label597

mapping as well as the quality of the available fine-598

tuning data. The annotations on the French Elec-599

tion dataset were carried out by a different group600

and our results rely on the ground truth provided601

to us. We also aim to carry out in house anno-602

tations by experts to release a publicly available603

dataset annotated with emotions in the political do-604

main and our multi-domain-emotion model605

which would further enhance our analysis.606
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A Annotation Details812

For the emotion classification task, each annotator813

was presented with the same set of tweets from814

the French election dataset. Every tweet had to be815

labelled with one or more emotions expressed by816

the author. Below is the complete list of emotion817

labels:818

1. Anger, hate, contempt, disgust:819

2. Embarrassment, guilt, shame, sadness820

3. Admiration, love821

4. Optimism, hope822

5. Joy, happiness823

6. Pride, including national pride824

7. Fear, pessimism825

8. Amusement826

9. Positive-other827

10. Negative-other828

Three annotators labeled each tweet with one829

or more emotion labels. The ground truth is con-830

sidered to be the labels which have at least two831

annotators agree on them.832

B Hyperparameters833

To fine-tune the pretrained twitter-RoBERTa-base-834

emotion models on each of the six training and val-835

idation datasets, we use the following settings, cho-836

sen in order to stay close to the pretrained weights837

Model Validation
Accuracy

Test Ac-
curacy

CBET-Ekman 0.6558 0.6483
GoEmo-Ekman 0.6966 0.6914
Joy 0.7386 0.7519
Sadness 0.7205 0.7625
Fear 0.9048 0.8878
Anger 0.6541 0.6501

Table 8: Final validation accuracy and final testing ac-
curacy for each of the six fine-tuned twitter-RoBERTa-
base-emotion models in our model ensemble

and also alleviate overfitting to the target domains. 838

We use a binary cross-entropy loss for the task 839

of multi-label classification, an Adam optimizer, 840

an initial learning rate of 1e-6, and a batch size 841

of 16. During each training procedure, we apply 842

early stopping on the validation loss with a pa- 843

tience of 10 epochs to alleviate overfitting by stop- 844

ping fine-tuning when the validation performance 845

no longer improves. In each case, we choose the 846

model that achieves the lowest validation loss as 847

our final model. We train for 72 epochs on the 848

CBET dataset over the six Ekman emotions, 90 849

epochs on the GoEmotions dataset over the six Ek- 850

man emotions, 66 epochs on the GoEmotions joy 851

subcategory dataset, 13 epochs on the GoEmotions 852

sadness subcategory dataset, 18 epochs on the GoE- 853

motions fear subcategory dataset, and 8 epochs on 854

the GoEmotions anger subcategory dataset, in or- 855

der to achieve these best results in Table 8. Across 856

the six models, the total training procedure con- 857

verged after approximately 5.5 hours on a single 858

GPU. 859

C Fine-Tuning Thresholds and Weights 860

In the hierarchical label mappings presented in Ta- 861

bles 3 and 4 for the SemEval and French Election 862

datasets, the weights for each term in the linear 863

combinations for each target emotion are by de- 864

fault set to 1. Without any fine-tuning data in the 865

target domain, we let each emotion subcategory 866

have equal weight in determining the value of the 867

target emotion. Additionally, in the evaluation, we 868

let the thresholds for classification of each emotion 869

all be equal to 0.3. However, with the availability 870

of a small in-domain validation dataset, we can 871

improve the classification thresholds as well as the 872

mapping weights. We fine-tune the classification 873

thresholds by choosing a threshold for each target 874
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Target Label Classification Threshold
anger 0.17
anticipation 0.01
disgust 0.02
fear 0.04
joy 0.01
love 0.02
optimism 0.01
pessimism 0.01
sadness 0.22
surprise 0.34
trust 0.60

Table 9: Label-wise classification thresholds after fine-
tuning on the SemEval validation set

class to maximize the F1 score on that class over875

the validation dataset. For the fine-tuning mode,876

given the SemEval validation dataset, we obtain877

the label-wise classification thresholds in Table 9.878

As shown in Table 5, the performance on SemEval879

improves, suggesting that there is consistency be-880

tween the validation and testing data in how strong881

a signal has to be for a positive classification.882

We fine-tune the mapping weights by succes-883

sively applying differential evolution to each in-884

dividual target label mapping to maximize the F1885

score on that label over the validation dataset (Storn886

and Price, 1997). The implementation of the dif-887

ferential evolution algorithm for fine-tuning the888

mapping weights is provided by Scipy4. For each889

target label mapping, we constrain each weight in890

[0, 2] in the optimization process, and continue it-891

eratively until the improvements in the label-wise892

F1 scores are sufficiently small. For example, the893

mapping weights for the emotion love in SemEval894

obtained by this process are as follows: love =895

EK[joy] * (1.174 * J[love] + 1.465 * J[desire] +896

0.751 * J[caring])) * Sent[positive]. We see that897

the contribution of the subcategory desire is the898

greatest, followed by love and then caring. Again,899

as shown in Table 5, the scores of the system on900

SemEval are improved by this optimization. We901

fine-tune both the mapping weights and the classi-902

fication thresholds by first optimizing the weights,903

and then subsequently choosing the thresholds.904

4https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/
reference/generated/scipy.optimize.
differential_evolution.html
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